
A few of Mr. Layton’s favorites… 
 
Encyclopedia Brown Takes the Case: “As Idaville’s ten-year-old star detective, Encyclopedia 

has an uncanny knack for trivia. With his unconventional knowledge, he 
solves mysteries for the neighborhood kids through his own detective 
agency. But his dad also happens to be the chief of the Idaville police 
department, and every night around the dinner table, Encyclopedia helps 
him solve some of the most baffling crimes. With ten confounding 
mysteries in each book, not only does Encyclopedia have a chance to 
solve them, but readers are given all the clues as well and can chime in 
with their own solutions. Interactive and fun—it’s classic Encyclopedia 
Brown!” (Amazon.com Book Review). Mr. Layton’s Comments: This is a 
great series for children to keep the wheels turning in their mind. This is 
great to engage early readers in the mystery genre.  Some of the 

mysteries are challenging and I recommend annotating the stories as you read through them 
to help solve them.  
 
 
The Complete Adventures of Curious George: “Sixty years have passed since a curious 

little chimp in Africa met the man with the big yellow hat and got into the 
first of many scrapes. Decades later, George is as curious--and naughty--
as ever. To celebrate the 60th anniversary of Curious George's debut, this 
special edition is a collection of seven classic adventures by Margret and 
H.A. Rey, along with an introduction by critic Leonard Marcus, a 
retrospective note by publisher Anita Silvey, a history of the Reys by Dee 
Jones, curator of the de Grummond Children's Literature Collection, and a 
photo album” (Amazon.com Book Review). Mr. Layton’s Comments: I 
love reading these books with my daughter. This little “eager to know” 
monkey gets himself into compromising situations as a result of his 
curiosity.  This is a great series for children with illustrations that are 

captivating and relatable story lines for young ones. 
 
 
 
Hatchet: This is an excellent story of survival, both physically and mentally, under incredible 

circumstances. It's a story about change—letting go of anger, conquering 
fear, and learning that self-pity only brings negative results. It's an action 
adventure story about hope and discovering what's really important in life, 
growing up and becoming a man. "Stay positive and stay on top of things. 
... Get motivated. ... You are your most valuable asset. Don't forget that. 
You are the best thing you have." —Gary Paulsen, Hatchet (Amazon.com 
Book Review). Mr. Layton’s Comments: This is an excellent read that 
has many life lessons to be learned such as, willpower, patience, courage, 
and trust. This is a captivating story and great for analyzing character 
development, feelings and emotions.     


